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ABSTRACT

The rapid development of molecular biology is creating a pressing need for arrays of biomolecules that are able to detect smaller and smaller
volumes of analytes. This goal can be achieved by shrinking the average size and spacing of the arrays’ constituent features. While bioarrays
with dot size and spacing on the nanometer scale have been successfully fabricated via scanning probe microscopy-based techniques, such
fabrication methods are serial in nature and consequently slow and expensive. Additionally, the development of truly small arrays able to
analyze scarce volumes of liquids is hindered by the present use of optical detection, which sets the minimum dot spacing on the order of
roughly half the excitation wavelength. Here, we show that supramolecular nanostamping, a recently introduced truly parallel method for the
stamping of DNA features, can efficiently reproduce DNA arrays with features as small as 14 ± 2 nm spaced 77 ± 10 nm. Moreover, we
demonstrate that hybridization of these nanoarrays can be detected using atomic force microscopy in a simple and scaleable way that additionally
does not require labeling of the DNA strands.

Arrays of biomolecules,1 such as the ubiquitous DNA arrays,2

with densely packed nanoscale features hold enormous
promise for detection of analytes from small sample volumes
and for analysis of large numbers of genes.1 At present, there
are only a few methods that allow the fabrication of DNA
arrays with feature size and spacing below 100 nm. All of
them are based on lithographic approaches to place or deliver
DNA onto a specific location of a surface.3,4 One of the most
promising methods is dip pen nanolithography (DPN),3 an
approach in which a DNA “ink” placed onto the tip of an
atomic force microscope (AFM) is released onto a surface.
DPN has a feature resolution of 15 nm for simple molecules5

and 50 nm for single strand DNA;3 recently, with this method
a two component DNA array was fabricated.3 Other ap-
proaches, such as nanografting, also based on scanning probe
lithography, have been used to make DNA arrays.4,6 All of
these methods are intrinsically serial, thus they can generate
multicomponent arrays only if significant amounts of time
are allocated. Even though some of these methods have been

parallelized recently by using multiple tip arrays,7,8 scalability
for multicomponent arrays remains a challenge.

Manufacturing time (and cost) is a major hurdle for
nanoarrays, but it is not the only challenge. At present, most
detection schemes are optical (the vast majority relying on
fluorescence detection), hence they are limited by diffraction.
For this reason, most fabricated nanoarrays have nanoscale
features spaced micrometers apart.3 At this spacing, it is
questionable if there is any need for nanoscale features
because the volume of the analyte scales with the overall
array size and the advantages of small features are diminished
by the disadvantages of large free surfaces prone to
nonspecific adsorption and contamination. Hence, we reason
that any manufacturing approach for nanoscale biological
devices must be complemented with acceptable detection
schemes that have resolution comparable to that of the
fabrication scheme; examples in the literature include signal
amplification schemes coupled with nanoparticle probes.9

Crooks’ and our group have independently developed a
method that is able to replicate DNA features from a master
surface onto a secondary substrate in a truly parallel way.10,11

This method is the only soft-lithography approach with the
proven ability to stamp DNA features in a sequence-specific
way. In principle, it could stamp a whole DNA array in a
single cycle, that is, transfer the chemical and spatial
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information of a master onto a secondary surface in a single
step. Indeed, proofs-of-concept of such a single step stamping
of DNA arrays have been published, employing two10 and
three12 component arrays. We call our method supramolecu-
lar nanostamping (SuNS). It involves three steps: (1)
hybridization, (2) contact, and (3) dehybridization, as shown
in the boxed part of Scheme 1. A master made of single-
stranded DNA features is immersed in a solution containing
complementary DNA molecules terminated with chemical
groups that can bind to a target surface (hybridization). Once
hybridization has occurred, a secondary substrate is placed
onto the master (contact) to allow for bond formation
between this surface and the end groups of the complemen-
tary DNA strands. In our case, the master and the secondary
substrate are then separated (dehybridization) by gentle
heating whereas Crooks’ approach is to separate mechani-
cally.11 Importantly, Crooks’ group has also shown that
cDNA strands can be enzymatically grown on the master
with a “zip code” approach12 thus making the extension to
the stamping of whole microarrays an almost trivial exercise.
Interestingly, SuNS has a significant resolution advantage
over any other soft-material-stamping method13 due to the
absence of molecular diffusion during printing. Our group
previously achieved a 50 nm resolution when printing on
both hard and soft surfaces10,14 thus demonstrating SuNS as
an ideal candidate for the parallel and efficient mass
production of nanoarrays. In the present study, we further
probe SuNS’ resolution limits by testing its ability to replicate
features as small as 14 nm and hence made of only a few
DNA molecules. Single-component master arrays were
readily fabricated via a strategy based on the self-assembly
of block copolymers (BCPs). This is, to the best of our
knowledge, the best soft-material-stamping resolution3 ever
achieved and is also comparable to the best hard material
results.15 To complement this unprecedented feature resolu-
tion, we additionally propose an approach to hybridization

detection that has comparable resolution, based on the use
of AFM as a hybridization detection tool on printed arrays.

To achieve arrays of DNA features on flat surfaces,
thiolated DNA was attached onto an array of evenly spaced
gold nanoparticles. There are many methods to obtain large
area arrays of metal particles,16,17 but only a few can pro-
duce arrays with sub-20 nm feature size and sub-100 nm
particle spacing,18,19something needed in our application to
facilitate imaging and hybridization. Here, we employed a
published approach based on metal-loaded micelles of
BCPs.18-21 Briefly, an amphiphilic BCP, poly(styrene)-block-
poly(2-vinylpyridine) (PS-b-P2VP), was dissolved in toluene,
which is selective for poly(styrene), thus leading to the
formation of core-shell structures. Metal precursor salt was
selectively dissolved in the poly(2-vinylpyridine) core, and
the solution was spin-coated onto a substrate to form a
micelle monolayer. The organic components were subse-
quently removed via oxygen plasma treatment, leaving an
ordered array of gold nanoparticles on the surface.18-21To
have a master with sub-20 nm feature size and sub-100 nm
spacing, an asymmetric BCP containing 780 styrene units
and 200 2-vinyl pyridine units, PS780-b-P2VP200, (Mn(PS))
81 000 g/mol, Mn(P2VP)) 21 000 g/mol, PDI) 1.16) was
used. The obtained gold features were 9( 2 nm in diameter
and spaced 77( 9 nm, as evidenced by transmission electron
microscopy (Supporting Information, Figure 1) and AFM
images (Figure 1a). The ease and versatility of the process,
that is, tunable spacing and partial control over feature size,
as well as the capacity for large area coverage, makes these
systems strong candidates for single-component nanoscale
arrays.

According to Scheme 1, hexyl-thiol 5′ modified single-
stranded (50-mer) DNA (HS-ssDNA) was assembled on gold
nanoparticles by a modification of the method described in
Herne and Tarlov.22 In brief, the gold nanoparticle-coated
substrate was placed in a 5µmol HS-ssDNA buffered

Scheme 1. Gold Nanoparticle Preparation and SuNS Cycle
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solution. After thorough cleaning with deionized water, the
substrate was immersed in a 1 mM 6-mercapto-1-hexanol
(MH) aqueous solution to minimize nonspecific adsorption.
AFM images of the substrate taken at various steps of this
procedure showed no evident change in dot spacing. X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of the substrate over a 5
µm × 5 µm area performed before and after DNA assembly
shows an increase of the average P/Au ratio from almost 0
to 0.85 thus proving the presence of DNA at least on the
surface. Treatment with MH did not affect significantly this
ratio (P/Au: 0.77). The DNA-gold nanoparticle array is
referred to as the “master” hereafter. The master was then
placed in a 5µmol solution containing DNA complementary
to the one present on the master, 5′ modified with hexyl-
thiol (HS-cDNA), for 12 h to allow for hybridization. XPS
revealed an approximate doubling of the P/Au ratio (from
0.77 to 1.47), confirming hybridization. The master was then
brought into contact with a gold-on-glass substrate (see
Supporting Information, Experimental Section for fabrication
details on this substrate) using a vise, and light pressure was
applied (<2 atm as determined using Pressurex films by

Sensor Products LLC.). After 1 day in a desiccator, the vise
was placed into an oven at 90°C. After 30 min, the vise
was loosened, several drops of dehybridization buffer solu-
tion were placed onto the substrates, and the two were gently
separated. XPS and AFM analyses made on the master show
a return to the unhybridized state (P/Au: 0.68).

The printed substrate was investigated with AFM. Images
showed the presence of nanometer-scale dots spaced by 77
( 10 nm (compared to 77( 9 nm for the master) suggesting
successful printing. (Occasional,<5%, transfers of individual
nanoparticles to the secondary substrate were also observed.)
A typical printed pattern is shown in Figure 1b. To
underscore the close match of the patterns, radial distribution
functions were computed for both the master and the printed
substrate patterns using image analysis software (ImageJ,
National Institute of Health). As shown in Figure 1c, the
radial distribution functions for both substrates are in close
agreement, demonstrating that the feature arrangement
observed on the printed substrate was derived from that
present on the master. Upon decreasing the concentration
of metal-loaded micellar BCP solution by a factor of 2, we

Figure 1. AFM height images of (a) gold nanoparticle master, (b) printed pattern, and (c) RDF comparison of (a) and (b). (d) XPS
measurements (1) pristine gold nanoparticles (P/Au: 0), (2) ssDNA-immobilized gold nanoparticles (P/Au: 0.85), (3) MH treatment
(P:Au: 0.77), (4) DNA-hybridized gold nanoparticles (P:Au: 1.47), and (5) master after printing/dehybridization (P:Au: 0.68).
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obtained a master with a particle spacing of 90( 10 nm
and a printed pattern spacing of 86( 10 nm (data shown in
Supporting Information, Figure 2).

AFM is a reliable and easy-to-use tool to detect printed
DNA features and their spacing, but AFM images always
show features whose shape is a convolution of the true
feature shape and the tip shape itself. Hence, isolated features
with sizes smaller than or comparable to the tip radius cannot
be properly investigated using this technique. To truly
determine the size of our printed array, scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM) was performed on the printed DNA
patterns. STM images of these arrays are more reliable,
despite suffering from “combing” effects; that is, the
alignment of the DNA molecules is roughly along the fast
scanning direction of the tip. A good estimate of the feature
size is then the size perpendicular to this direction. As shown
in Figure 2, we printed 14( 2 nm sized features. A rough
calculation to estimate the number of printed DNA strands
under the assumption of close packing would indicate the
presence of at most∼50 single strands in a 14 nm feature
(see Supporting Information, Methods). However, the latter
assumption does not agree with two experimental findings:
close-packed DNA features should be as high as their
extended length (as previously observed on other SuNS
printed substrates)10 and the shape of the DNA features
should be almost insensitive to the scanning direction of an
AFM or STM tip.10,23Our typical scanning probe microscopy
data show a 1-2 nm height for printed DNA features
compared to∼17 nm for a fully extended 50-mer DNA,10

indicating that DNA strands are lying flat on the surface
rather than standing up in an extended confirmation. This
picture is also consistent with the elongated shape observed
in the STM images. Therefore, DNA strands appear to be
far from close-packed, hence their number per feature must
be less than 50.

As stated earlier, a significant challenge is to detect
hybridization on such a dense array. To achieve this goal,
we first passivated the free surface of the printed substrate
with MH. It should be noted that AFM images of the
substrate after passivation do not show an increase in height
of the DNA features (1.09( 0.33 to 0.99( 0.24 nm). After
MH treatment, the printed 50-mer DNA features were

hybridized with 50-mer complementary DNA, and 0.36 nm
height increase was observed (1.09( 0.33 to 1.46( 0.40
nm) (Figure 3a). A t-test analysis showed that the observed
increase was statistically significant at the 0.01 level. When
the substrate was exposed to a solution of noncomplementary

Figure 2. STM height image of the printed pattern (a) 2µm × 2 µm, (b) 150 nm× 150 nm.

Figure 3. Height histogram of (a) printed pattern and hybridized
pattern with complementary 50-mer DNA; (b) printed pattern and
hybridized pattern with noncomplementary 50-mer DNA.
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DNA strands (50-mer), the height increase was not statisti-
cally significant at 0.01 level (only statistically significant
at the 0.7 level), the height averages were 1.65( 0.38 and
1.69( 0.39 nm for printed pattern and “hybridized” pattern
respectively(Figure 3b).

To produce a more pronounced height increase (and
incidentally a case closer to an array in use), the printed
DNA array was exposed to a solution containing 100-mer
DNA having the first half of its sequence complementary
to that of the array. The average height of the printed
DNA was 2.08( 0.57 nm and the average height of the
hybridized pattern was 4.17( 0.82 nm. The comparative
histogram is demonstrated in Figure 4a; a t-test reveals the
heights are significantly different at the 0.01 level. By
contrast, there was no statistical height increase when the
hybridization was carried out with 100-mer noncomple-
mentary DNA as shown in Figure 4b (the average heights
were 1.98( 0.36 and 1.98( 0.40 nm for the printed pattern
and hybridized pattern, respectively). AFM as a detection
method has the additional advantage (besides nanoscale

resolution) of not requiring labeling of the DNA strands. We
also speculate that height changes could be amplified (and
consequently made easier to detect) by labeling the DNA
with a bulky end group such as streptavidin.

It should be noted that, at present, the use of only one
DNA sequence on the array and the variation in height of
the printed features requires a statistical analysis for the
determination of hybridization events. Assuming the use of
at least 25 measurements, one would have to conclude that
at the present dot spacing the resolution of the proposed
detection approach is in the order of 400 nm. There is ample
room for improvement. A better resolution would result if
one of the following conditions could be achieved: (i) the
distribution of heights of the printed pattern would not
overlap with that of the hybridized patterns, (ii) mul-
tiple DNA arrays would be printed so to measure dif-
ferential height between neighboring dots, and (iii) an
alignment scheme would be in place so that height measure-
ments could be performed on the exact same dots. We believe
that single dot resolution is achievable.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the applicability of
SuNS for reproducing DNA nanoarrays by a simple master
fabricated from metal-bearing BCP films. SuNS was used
to replicate DNA features on 9 nm gold nanoparticles spaced
by 77 nm with high fidelity. We also proposed and
demonstrated AFM as a hybridization detection tool on
nanometer scale DNA features via the detection of a height
increase. Planned future work includes the demonstration of
multicomponent arrays and multiple copies from a master
and the determination of array sensitivity.
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